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Abstract

In this paper the authors look for a better understanding of the properties of the impedances of transformer windings. These
impedances are very important for the calculation of the resonant behavior of transformers. The research is focused in the
influence of the iron and copper losses on the winding resistances. An important measurement work on many transformer
windings in the frequency domain made possible to draw conclusions about the behavior of the magnetic field and the
representation of the losses in a circuit model. © 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The results of an exhaustive experimental research
about transformer winding impedances are shown in
this paper. On this basis it was possible to draw conclu-
sions not only about the losses but also about the
inductances.

Winding resistances influence the damping during
resonance. The characteristics of the resistance matrices
were considered a very important question. One charac-
teristic is the magnitude of the matrix, that can be
characterized by the sum of all elements, and the other
characteristic comes from the relations between the
different elements of the matrix, that can be represented
either by the magnitude of the short-circuit resistances
of all coil pairs or by the differences between the
different elements of the matrix.

Regarding the behavior of the winding, it will be
shown that the magnitude of the resistance matrix has
almost no significance. Otherwise, the relations between
the different elements of the matrix are very important,
since they determine the damping of the winding during
transients.

Damping is strongly related to the leakage field. This
can explain the similarity of the damping of windings
with and without iron core, in spite of the fact that the
order of magnitude of the resistance matrices is very
different.

Research work related to impedance measurements
at high frequencies has been done in the past [1]. The
resulting conclusions, that should be valid for frequen-
cies above 10 kHz, are:
1. The presence of the joke does not influence the

inductances of the winding.
2. The interior of the iron core remains flux free.
3. Eddy currents appear on the iron core surface.

The first and third asseverations are true, but the
second is in general not true. This will be demonstrated
in the following. For an arbitrary distribution of mag-
netomotive force, the iron core is not flux free, still for
high frequencies [2]. The magnetic field is not rejected
completely, as the research done by the authors in this
paper shows.

2. Linear winding model

If the transformer winding is represented as a linear
model, the following linear equation system can be
written* Corresponding author.
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u=Zi (1)

where u, is the branch voltage vector; i, the branch
current vector; and Z, the impedance matrix.

The impedance matrix is a symmetric complex ma-
trix. The diagonal elements can be directly measured.
The off-diagonal elements can be determined through
an indirect measuring procedure. This procedure con-
sists in the impedance measurement of the series con-
nection of both involved coils. The series connection of
the two coils to be measured is such that the magnetic
flux created by each coil has the opposite direction (Fig.
1). The wanted impedance can be calculated by means
of the following formula:

Zij=
Zii+Zjj−ZGij

2
(2)

with

ZGij
=Zii+Zjj−2Zij (3)

ZGij : opposite flux series connection impedance (or
short-circuit impedance) of coils i and j. The resonance
is characterized by a particular current distribution in

the winding. The currents are distributed so that the
total mmf is normally very low [3]. This means that the
magnetic flux is meanly leakage flux. For an adequate
modeling of the transformer winding during resonance
it is necessary to represent correctly the short-circuit
inductances (opposite flux series connection induc-
tances) and the corresponding resistances of matrix Z
[3]. This can be best achieved with Eq. (2).

The short-circuit impedances (Eq. (3)) contain the
most important information of the impedance matrix.
If short-circuit impedances remain constant, the magni-
tude of the elements of Z have almost no significance.

This curious and important property of winding
impedance matrices can be recognized by means of a
sensibility analysis of matrix Z−1 regarding introduced
variations of leakage flux (variations in the differences
between inductances) or in the mean flux (variations
introduced in all elements). In the first case big differ-
ences in the elements of Z−1 can be observed, while in
the second case the differences are very small.

3. Winding impedances

Many measurements of the winding impedances vari-
ation with the frequency have been performed during
the research work in a bandwidth of 1–500 kHz.

The measurements have been done by means of a HP
4192A impedance analyzer controlled by an IBM-com-
patible PC computer. The control software for the PC
was the program HP–MESS [5].

An experimental winding was mounted over a PVC-
tube, in which interior two different cores were used: a
copper shield (not in short-circuit) and a laminated iron
core. Ten normal disc coils made of rectangular cross-
section and enamel-insulated copper wires were used to
construct the winding. It has 20 turn per coil and a
total of ten coils.

Impedance measurements have been performed for
all impedances of both different layouts with a distance
between coils of 1 cm.

The measurement results are shown in Figs. 2–5.
Resistance and inductance curves in the figures corre-
spond to coils 1 to k (k=1,…, 6).

The existence of an important main flux is evident
from Figs. 2–4 (winding with iron core). The consider-
able influence of the iron losses becomes evident
through the similarity of the curves shown in Fig. 2,
that it is not the case for air core (Fig. 3)

In Fig. 4 can be seen that the magnetic flux in the
core decreases almost linearly as the axial co-ordinate
increases, since the distances between the curves of the
inductances with iron core as a function of frequency
are not so different. This behavior implies a large
magnetic coupling between coils, and this is only possi-
ble when the main flux is strong.

Fig. 1. Measurement of the impedance with an opposite flux series
layout.

Fig. 2. Iron core winding resistances RE1k: resistance of coils 1 and k,
k=1,…, 6.
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Fig. 3. Air core winding resistances RL1k: resistance of coils 1 and k,
k=1,…, 6.

The differences regarding the inductance curves for
air core drawn in Fig. 5 are very important. The flux
decreases here faster as the axial co-ordinate increases.
The exponential decrease of the distances between
curves makes it evident.

It can be mentioned that the curves of Fig. 2 and Fig.
4 have a considerably different form than the curves of
Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. It is evident that in the case of
windings with iron core more loss sources exist than in
the case of windings with air core. This influences
notably the variation of the impedances with frequency.

4. Impedances of different coil pairs for opposite flux
series connection with and without iron core

The impedances of all coil pairs for the opposite flux
series connection have been measured in order to have
the data for the calculation of winding impedances by
means of Eq. (2).

The frequency-dependent behavior of the real part of
the impedances for the opposite flux series connection is
shown in this paragraph in order to evidence the impor-
tance of the iron losses.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the behavior of these resistances
with and without iron core. The different curves corre-
spond to coils 1 and k, for k=2,…, 6.

The proximity effect in coils with circulating currents
in opposite direction leads to a decrease in the resis-
tance value of their series connection. This is true even
for iron core layout, but this is only a secondary effect
in this case. It is much more important here that for an
opposite flux series connection only a small part of the
flux penetrates the core, so that the iron losses are
comparable with the copper losses.

It can be seen from the comparison of both figures
that for small coil separations only small differences
exist between resistances of both layouts. The greater
the distance, the more different the resistances. Mea-
sured resistances of iron-cored coils rise by increasing
coil separation. This behavior is due to the fact that the
effect of the opposite flux series connection of both
coils becomes unimportant, so that certain core flux is
present again.

In spite of the fact that only a small part of the flux
penetrates the core in the case of the opposite flux series
connection, the iron and copper losses are of the same
order of magnitude.

5. Winding voltages and resonance frequencies

Numerous measurements of winding voltages as a
function of frequency have been performed for the
cases of iron and air core using the experimental
winding.

Fig. 4. Iron core winding inductances LE1k: inductance of coils 1 and
k, k=1,…, 6.

Fig. 5. Air core winding inductances LL1k: Inductance of coils 1 and
k, k=1,..., 6.
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For the resonance frequencies of the experimental
winding to be in the correct frequency range, the connec-
tion of capacitors between junction points of the coils
and ground was necessary. It was considered as adequate
a value of C=22 pF for each capacitor (Fig. 8).

The winding nodes for which the maximal voltages
appear and the corresponding voltage values are shown
in Table 1. Measured overvoltages for iron and air core
as well as the corresponding absolute and relative values
are given. All voltages are related to the corresponding
input voltage in p.u. values.

Table 2 shows the nodes for which the maximal
voltages appear for each resonance frequency.

Figs. 9 and 10, respectively show the voltages of
nodes four and six. From an analysis of these figures it
becomes evident, that the form of the frequency re-
sponse of both layouts are comparable despite the
considerable differences of the parameters.

Table 1 shows the corresponding maximal voltage
amplitudes and their relative differences. The resonance
frequencies evidence certain deviations (see Table 2).

The smaller the resonance frequency order, the larger
the difference between the maximal voltages of both
cases (air and iron core).

Amplitude deviations appear for lower resonance
frequencies, for which the highest overvoltages take
place.

The differences of the respective short circuit
inductances in both cases can be considered the
cause of the observed deviations in the resonance fre-
quencies.

With regard to the maximal 6oltages during reso-
nance, the most important magnitudes are the resis-
tances of the winding. The amplitude of the maximal
voltages is not only dependent on the magnitude of the
elements of the resistance matrix, but also on the
relation between the different elements of this matrix.
The damping of the winding increases for increasing
resistances and for decreasing similarity of the elements
of the resistance matrix. This can be explained as
follows:

The resistive component of the voltage drop in the
branch k can be represented as follows

uRk
= %

n

i=1

iiRki (4)

Eq. (4) can be written as

uRk
= %

n

i=1

iiRki=R0 %
n

i=1

ii+ %
n

i=1

iiR %ki (5)

where Rki=R0+R %ki.
Under consideration of the approximate condition

that branch currents cancel themselves during reso-
nance, we have

%
n

i=1

ii$0 (6)

and the consequence is:

URk
$ %

n

i=1

iiR %ki (7)

When the condition (6) is satisfied, the different terms
of the first sum of the right side of Eq. (5) approxi-
mately neutralize. This means that Eq. (7) can be
considered as a valid relation, no matter what the order
of magnitude is of the elements of the resistance matrix.

Without this explanation it would be surprising, that
the air-cored winding (lower resistances) has a similar
damping as an iron-cored winding (very large resis-

Fig. 6. Iron core resistances for opposite flux series connection REG1k:
Resistance of coils 1 and k, k=2,…,6.

Fig. 7. Air core resistances for opposite flux series connection RLGlk:
Resistance of coils 1 and k, k=2,…, 6.

Fig. 8. Experimental winding equivalent circuit.
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Table 1
Maximal overvoltages

Nodes with theEigenvalue Maximal voltage (p.u.) (air core) Maximal voltage (p.u.) (iron core) Relative difference (%)
maximal voltage

8.581 8.816 −2.61
7.00 5.69 23.072 8
6.51 5.326 22.293

74 5.40 4.58 18.02
4.98 4.405 13.154
3.84 3.272 17.426

67 3.00 2.77 8.39
2.17 1.718 26.713
0.95 0.837 14.129

tances). This behavior has been investigated and ex-
plained by means of two numeric examples.

Since the magnetic flux during resonance is almost
exclusively leakage flux, the exact representation of the
core flux is not critical in this case.

6. Analysis of the influence of the resistance matrix

6.1. Winding models

The influence of the resistance matrix will be investi-
gated by means of numerical examples. The purpose of
the first example is to show that the absolute values of
the resistance matrix elements have small influence
during resonance. The second example shows how large
the differences of resonance voltages can be, when two
windings having different opposite flux series connection
resistances are compared, even though the resistance
matrix elements Rij are not very unlike. The shown
examples are based on a simplified model of the exper-
imental winding using iron core [3].

The consideration of the frequency-dependence of
resistances becomes necessary. The full occupied and
frequency-dependent resistance matrix can be repre-
sented by means of the following simplified formulation:

R(v)=RK

av2

1+bv2 (8)

where R(v), frequency-dependent resistance matrix; RK,
constant resistance matrix; a and b, parameters.

The form of the mathematical function of Eq. (8) is
especially adequate for representing actual frequency-de-
pendent resistances [3].

The election of the parameters included in Eq. (8) has
been based in a frequency range of [0–150 kHz].

6.2. Example 1

The mathematical models of two different windings
are analyzed in this example. The inductance and capac-
itance matrices L and C of the experimental winding
without iron core characterize both models. For the sake

of simplicity only constant inductances are used in all
examples.

The first winding model (model 1) of this example is
characterized by the following resistance matrix R1:

R1=RK1

av2

1+bv2 (9)

Fig. 9. Frequency response of node voltage U4 related to the input
voltage (amplitude).

Fig. 10. Frequency response of node voltage U6 related to the input
voltage (amplitude).
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Table 2
Nodes with maximal voltage at each resonance frequency

Frequency (air core) (Hz) Frequency (iron core) (Hz)Eigenvalue Relative difference (%)Nodes with the maximal voltage

1 6 34 237 21 555 58.83
84 355 69 9358 20.612

63 150 150 137 530 9.18
74 226 910 217 680 4.24

310 370 302 3704 2.645
26 391 630 386 540 1.32

465 150 461 290 0.847 6
523 120 522 1903 0.188

9 558 3907 559 050 −0.12

In this case the parameters are:

where a=2.0 e−11; b=4.0 e−12.
It will be mentioned, that the matrix R1 is a sim-

plified representation of the resistance matrix of the
experimental winding with iron core.

Fig. 11 shows the frequency response of the resis-
tance R1(1, 1) from Eq. (8).

The second winding model (model 2) is characterized
by matrix R2, which is a modification of matrix R1:

R2=RK2

av2

1+bv2 (10)

and

RK2ij
=RK1ij

+k (11)

where k=999 V.

The relation between the respective matrix elements of
both winding models is approximately 1:1000. The op-
posite flux series connection resistances of all coil pairs
have the same values in both models:

R1Gij
=R1ii

+R1jj
−2R1ij

(12)

R2Gij
=R2ii

+R2jj
−2R2ij

=R1ii
+k+R1jj

+k−2R1ij
−2k=R1Gij

(13)

The frequency response of node voltages of both mod-
els can be calculated from the given data.
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Fig. 11. Frequency response of resistance R1(1, 1) (winding with iron
core). Fig. 13. Frequency response of voltage amplitude in node 8.

Fig. 12. Frequency response of voltage amplitude in node 8.

response of the voltage in node 8. It becomes evident,
that even though the order of magnitude of both resis-
tance matrices is very different, the effective damping of
both windings is very similar.

6.3. Example 2

In this example, model 1 (R1) is compared with a new
winding model (R3). Winding model 3 has the same
inductances as model 1. The resistances of model 3 are
to be calculated as follows:

R3=RK3

av2

1+bv2 (14)

The value of R3Gij is chosen to be the double of R1Gij :

R3Gij
=2R1Gij

(15)

R3ii
=R1ii

(16)

so that

R3ij
=

R3ii
+R3jj

−R3Gij

2
(17)

The behavior of both models was analyzed numeri-
cally in order to clearly evidence the influence factors
regarding the damping. Fig. 12 shows the frequency
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For an actual winding, the relationships (15) to (17)
should be valid even for the inductances. This means
that winding model 3 should produce more leakage flux
than model 1 (for example, by increasing coil
separations).

Frequency response of voltage amplitude in node 8 is
shown in Fig. 13. The damping behavior of both
models is completely different, even though the
elements of both resistance matrices R1 and R3 have
similar orders of magnitude. By means of this example
it becomes evident that the resistances RG have
considerable influence in the frequency behavior of the
winding.

7. Conclusions

The comparison of the behavior of coils and wind-
ings with and without iron core leads to meaningful
conclusions, which can be classified as follows:
� General conclusions

1. The measured impedances of both layouts (iron
core and air core) generally show large differ-
ences. The inductances of coils with iron core are
much larger than the corresponding values of
coils without iron core. The same conclusion is
valid for the resistances.

2. From this first point, it can be concluded that an
important main flux can exist in the core even for
high frequencies [2], if the magnetomoti6e force
distribution allows it. The concept of ‘complete
shielding’ or ‘complete flux rejection outside the
iron core’ within the considered frequency range
is wrong, since it contradicts the known funda-
mentals of the phenomena ([4], p. 338).

3. Two types of differences exist between the
impedances of both layouts. On one hand, the
differences in order of magnitude of the
impedances in both cases are more than evident
from the measurements. On the other hand, more
subtle differences exist between both cases re-
garding leakage flux. They become evident
through the differences between the correspond-
ing opposite flux connection impedances (or
short-circuit impedances) of both winding
layouts.

� Conclusions regarding resonance
4. During the investigation it has been proved that

the order of magnitude of the impedance ampli-
tudes has a very small influence on the frequency
response of winding voltages. Nevertheless, the
differences between the distinct winding
impedance matrix elements represent the most

important factors of influence regarding the fre-
quency-dependent voltage response of the
winding.

5. The mentioned relative differences between ele-
ments of matrix Z of a transformer winding with
iron core have not the same values as in the case
of a winding with air core. These relative differ-
ences have a close relation with the short-circuit
impedances. The mentioned differences become
evident by carefully observation of Figs. 2 and 3.

6. The corresponding node voltage frequency re-
sponses of both cases can be considered as com-
parable, despite the differences in order of
magnitude of the impedances. The differences in
the short-circuit impedances comparing both
cases cause, however, certain deviations in the
low order resonance frequencies (different short-
circuit inductances) and differences in the corre-
sponding overvoltages (different opposite flux
series connection resistances). The leakage flux
distribution of a winding with iron core is not
totally the same as in the case of air core. The
consequence of this is that certain deviations
arise.

7. The mentioned conclusions can be summarized
stating that leakage flux predominates during res-
onance. Under these conditions the magnetomo-
tive force distribution is so, that the magnetic flux
practically does not penetrate the iron core [3].
For this reason the iron losses are not an impor-
tant factor during resonance.

The particular magnetomoti6e force distribution during
resonance causes that the magnetic flux almost does not
penetrate the iron core and it mainly becomes leakage
flux.
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